RESPONSIBLE TOURISM AT THE BEACH

• I do not throw cigarette ends on the ground or in the sand
• In the vicinity of sensitive and protected ecosystems, I prefer non-motorised activities
• I favour sandy areas without coral reefs to anchor my boat
• To dive or observe marine animals, I choose an approved organisation
• I do not damage the seabed with my fins, do not touch the corals and keep a respectful distance from animal species
• I make sure not to discharge pollutants into water
• On picnics, I favour reusable packaging and utensils
• I pick up my rubbish and any rubbish I find, and limit my use of disposable plastic bags
• I eat local fish from sustainable fishing
• When fishing, I respect out-of-season periods and minimum catch sizes
• I prefer to leave alone algae, driftwood or shells that are used as shelters by marine species
• I do not buy souvenirs made of protected marine species